WHAT COVID-19 CHALLENGES ARE FACED
BY SAFETY MANAGERS?

“Safety managers are under considerable stress
and pressure during this pandemic” say Dr Tristan
Casey and Dr Xiaowen Hu, safety researchers from
The Culture Effect. As described by one safety
manager from a large Queensland-based construction
company, “On a wider scale, it’s introduced a level of
uncertainty that I haven’t experienced before”.
In their cutting-edge research that spans 19
companies and 12 industries, safety managers spoke
about four key challenges that are keeping them
awake at night.
The first challenge is managing the inevitable
discrepancy that arises between Government
restrictions and how responses to the virus are
implemented by frontline workers. “It’s a case of what
we call ‘work-as-imagined’ failing to match ‘work-asdone’”, said Dr Casey.
“In other words, when an organisation develops a
virus response plan or strategy, they often find it
difficult to ensure that it is practical and doesn’t open
up challenges or frustrations among frontline workers
at the sharp end of operations”.
Another challenge worrying safety managers is the
additional risks and threats introduced by COVID-19
responses. “Paradoxically, sometimes the responses

we put in place can actually create increased risks
elsewhere”, explained Dr Hu, an expert in paradoxrelated research. “For example, one safety manager
told us that in the mining industry, FIFO workers are
now unable to leave their accommodation or must
now drive over 10 hours to reach their place of work”.

“On a wider scale, it’s
introduced a level of
uncertainty that I haven’t
experienced before”.
Safety managers are concerned about the effects
of COVID-19 restrictions on risks like fatigue, and
even psychological impacts like mental health due to
extended periods away from family and friends.
As one transportation safety manage put it: “The
rising curve is the wellness side of things, whether it’s
people working from home, or whether it’s people’s
family members, or whether it’s people concerned
about their jobs.” There are significant concerns about
the mental health fallout on workers following the
pandemic.

COVID-19 may even be diverting resources away
from ‘business as usual’ safety activities. This concerns
safety managers because of the looming risk faced
by deteriorating risk controls over time: “Some of our
improvement activities are non-COVID related, and had
to be put on the back burner. So some from a priority
point of view aren’t number one. But it’s a matter of how
we continue to manage these [safety] issues if it goes for
much longer,” said one manufacturing safety manager.
The third challenge identified by safety managers is
coordinating and consulting with multiple stakeholders.
The speed at which restriction-related decisions are made
leaves little time for consultation, a requirement under the
Work, Health & Safety Act (2011).
For busy organisations that work with multiple
subcontractors, decisions made at the top may have
unintended consequences at the bottom. For instance,
social isolation in mining carries a very serious mental
health risk: “As a contractor, the guys are feeling almost
like they work all day and then they’re going back to a
prison. They’re not allowed to mingle with other crew
members, they have to stay in their camp accommodation,
and they’re only allowed out of the camp to exercise so
they just want to go for a walk to clear their head.”
Finally, safety managers are feeling disempowered and less
effective overall. “A great safety manager recognises their
role in having a physical presence onsite. He or she realises
that the key to safety is good quality relationships with
workers, asking them for their feedback, their frustrations
about work, and what challenges they are facing,” says Dr
Casey.
As one construction safety manager said “I feel a little bit
disempowered due to this. I learn from experience, and it
probably doesn’t matter how experienced you are within
your role, no one has been through this, because let’s be
real, it’s probably the biggest pandemic in over a hundred
years. I feel a little bit, yeah, unequipped and misinformed
at times.”

But it’s not all doom and gloom. As explained by Dr
Casey and Dr Hu, “Uncertainty can be a time of great
innovation—exploring opportunities to do things
differently, invent new processes, and experiment.
We’ve certainly seen many examples of that during this
pandemic”. Safety managers spoke at length about their
achievements and wins during this challenging time, some
which include:
•

Working on communication transparency and
frequency, updating workers as information comes to
hand.

•

Adapting the normal system of work to suit COVID-19
conditions.

•

Emphasising the human struggles and concerns
raised by workers, with a more relationship-focussed
leadership style.

•

Building team bonds and a sense of togetherness.

•

Embedding conversations about safety and wellbeing
into the organisation’s culture.

•

Providing reassurances and negotiated arrangements
with workers to increase job security and reduce
distraction.

Despite the challenges, frustrations, and issues that the
pandemic has created for safety managers, it does hold
opportunities for human ingenuity to shine through.
Plus, as one safety manager said, it is a time for reflection
and focussing on the things that matter most: “Everyone is
spending time with families. There’s a lot of benefits that
I think when we’re so busy in our normal world, I know
a lot of people would say this, a lot of time they spend
with their wives and their families due to flying around
nationally all the time.”
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